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AERONAUTIC SYMBOLS 
1. FUNDAMENTAL AND DERIVED UNITS 
Metric English 
Symbol 
Unit Abbrevia- Unit Abbrevia-tion tion 
Length ___ ___ l meter __________ _____ ___ m foot (or mile) __ ______ _ ft. (or mi. ) Time _______ _ t second ___ __ _____ ____ __ _ s second (or hour} ____ ___ sec. (or hr. ) 
Force ____ ___ _ F weight of 1 kilogram __ ___ ku 0 weight of 1 p ound _____ lb. 
Power ____ ___ P horsepower (metric) ____ _ 
----------
h orsepower __ _________ I hp. 
Speed ___ ___ _ V {kilometers per hour __ ____ k.p.h. miles per hOUL . __ ____ m .p.h. meters per second ___ ____ m .p .s. feet per second ________ Lp .s. 
2. GENERAL SYMBOLS 
Weight=mg 
Standard acceleration of gravity=9.80665 
m/s2 or 32.1740 ft./sec .2 
Mass=W g 
Moment of inertia=mP. (Indicate axis of 
radius of gyration k by proper subscript.) 
Coefficient of viscosity 
P, Kinematic yiscosity 
p, Density (mal's per unit volume) 
Standard density of dry air, 0.12497 kg-m-~-s2 at 
15° C. and 760 rom; or 0.002378 Ib .-ft.-4 sec.2 
Specific weight of "standard" air, 1.2255 kg/m3 or 
0.07651 Ib. /cu . ft. 
3. AERODYNAMIC SYMBOLS 
Area 
Area of wing 
Gap 
Span 
Chord 
Aspect ratio 
True air speed 
Dynamic pressure=~p V2 
Lift, absolute coefficient OL=:S 
Drag, absolute coefficient OD= ::" 
Profile drag, absolute coefficient ODO=~S 
Induced drag, absolute coefficient ODI=~S 
Parasite drag, absolute coefficient OD-P=~S 
Cross-wind force, absolute coefficient 00 = q~ 
Resultant force 
i w, 
Q, 
n, 
Vl p-;;, 
,¥, 
Angle of setting of wings (relative to thrust 
line) 
Angle of stabilizer setting (relative to thrust 
line) 
Resultant moment 
Resultant angular velocity 
Reynolds Number, where l is a linear dimension 
(e.g., for a model airfoil 3 in. chord, 100 
m .p .h. normal pressure at 15° C ., the cor-
responding number is 234,000; or for a model 
of 10 cm chord, 40 m .p.s., the corresponding 
number is 274,000) 
Center-of-pressure coefficient (ratio of distance 
of c.p. from leading edge to chord length) 
Angle of attack 
Angle of downwash 
Angle of attack, infinite aspect ratio 
Angle of attack, induced 
Angle of attack, absolute (measured from zero· 
lift position) 
Flight-path angle 
-- -~ -.- -
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EFFECTIVE GUST STRUCTURE AT LOW ALTITUDES AS DETERMINED FROM THE 
REACTIONS OF AN AIRPLANE 
By PHILIP DON ELY 
SUMMARY 
lJlea urements of gust structure and gust inten ity were 
made in thp lower level of the atmosphere (0 to 3,500 jt). 
An Aeronca 0-2 airplane 'Was used a the measuring 
in trument, the gu t structure being dm'ived fl'om the 
l'ecol'ded motions of the ail'plane. Data 'Were ctlso ob-
tctined on 'Wind velocities and tempemtu7' s as functions 
of altitude fOT use in attempting to con'elate the gust-
SiTuctuTe data with various meteorological quantities . 
The Tesults indicated little 07' no correlation between 
the gust velocity and the gmdient distance. The data, 
howeveT, did indicate that an airplane the i ze oj the 
Aeronca will Te pond most frequently to gust having 
gmdient di tances of the ordeT of 30 f eet. The maximum 
true gust velocity meas1tred clU1'ing the investigation 1eas 
25 f eet pel' econd. 
A simple analysi of the Telation between the maximum 
gust intensity and the meteoTological (Iuantities showed 
pTomise of yielding fair correlation but, owing to the 
nature of the relation, it 'Was found to be impracticable to 
tate that such con'elation was real. The results indicate 
that much additional data and further analysis w'e 
required before pTedictions of gu t ize and intensity fl'om 
mete07'ological observations can be attempted. 
I TRODUCTION 
More detailed information than has heretofore been 
available concerning the tructure an 1 the inten ity of 
gusts that may be encolmtered in flight is required 
before improvements can be made to he desiO'n of 
aircraft tructures sllbje ted to load appli ed by atmo -
pheric gu ts. An extensive stati tical urvey of these 
quantities for all conditions under which airplanes 
operate being obviou ly impracticable, the required 
information can be t be obtained by te t deyised to 
letermine the correlation of the gu t tructure with the 
several meteoroloO'ical elements. 
The oriO'inal requirement were based on the well-
known elementary "sharp-edge gLk t" formula gi,-en 
in reference 1. By the collection of a large amount of 
stati tical data on acceleration and air peed during 
translort operations, an "effective' gust velocity for 
u e in de iO'n ha b en obtain d. The gu t-load 
requirement for the strnctmal de ign of aircraft have, 
235i9 -40 
in general, advanced a th theory of the un teady lift 
of an airfoil ha been developed. With the introduc-
tion of theoretical treatments of unsteady Dow around 
airfoils, the theory of gust load was advanced to give 
a more accurate estimate of the load on an airplane 
structure due to atmospheric gu ts (reference 2). The 
u e of the theory and the formula set forth in reference 
2 required additional informat ion a to gust hape and 
experimental verification of tb theory. The experi-
mental verification was obtained by te t in the 
r. A. C. A. gu t tunnel (reference 3). The information 
concerning gu t structure and intensity must, how-
ever, be obtained by mea urem nts oJ turbulence in 
the atmo phere. 
Although innumerable stud ie of atmo pheric turbu-
lenc in relation .to other meteorological clements have 
been made in the past, the l' ults of these tudies 
have been inapplicable to the structural design of 
aircraft. ost tudies have ought to determine 
criterions of turbulence (1' ference 4 and 5) or to 
letermine the influence of the m an motion of turbu-
lent air on meteorological clement. A few investi-
gation (refer nce 6 and 7) have been made to deter-
mine the actual gust tructUl'e and gu t inten ity in the 
lower levels of the atmosphere (less than 500 ft). Some 
measurements have been made in Germany (reference 
) of gu t velocitie in clouds by means of barograpb 
records of sailplan s. 
Th pre nt inve tigation was undertaken to deter-
mine gu t size and intensity for an assumed gust hape 
in the lower levels of the atmo phere (0 to 3,500 ft ). 
The fir t objectiv was to obtain data on atmospheric 
turbulence for use in the structural design of aircraft. 
The second objecti,'e was to attempt to determine the 
correlation between atmospheric tlU'bulence and meteor-
ological element as an aid in de ign load specification 
for aircraft. 
As the measurement of gust tructU1'es at altitudes 
greater than a few lllmdred feet over the averag 
countryside is virtually impos ible by conventional 
anemometry, an airplane wa used a the gust-measur-
ing instrument and the gu t ize and inten ity were 
determined from records of the reactions of the airplane 
during flight in rough air by assuming that the gust 
hape was knOWll. 
1 
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The data collected for this investigation were ob-
tained with a one-place Aeronca airplane flying in the 
vicinity of Langley Field, Va. Records of air speed, 
normal acceleration, and temperature were obtained 
at altitudes between 100 and 3,500 feet. About 100 
flight tests were made from February 1936 to July 1938 
under a wide variety of weather condition 
METHOD AND APPARATUS 
Briefly, the test method consisted in flying an air-
plane at a given altitude in level flight and in recording 
the normal acceleration and the air speed on an open 
time scale. 
The airplane used for the investigation was the 
Aeronca C- 2 shown in figure 1. The characteristics 
of the airplane as fl own are given in table 1. 
FIGURE I.-AeroDea 0 - 2 airplane. 
FIGURE 2.- Model of Aeronca 0 - 2 airplane. 
TABLE I 
CHARACTERISTI CS OF AERONCA 0-2 AIRPLANE 
Weight, lb .. . . . . . ......................... . ............. . 
Wing area, sq ft ...... . . ... . ... ...•.•.............. .. .• _. 
Wing loading, lb per sq fL •. • ......................... .. 
Span, fL ........................................... . .. . . 
Mean cbord, fL . .... ... ........................... . . . .. . 
Aspect ralio ..................... ... . ............... "' . . 
Center of gravity. percent mea n chord ..... .•...... .. .. _. 
Slope of lift cur ve, pcr radian .... ................ . . ..... . 
]\[oment of iner tia, Ink y', Ib·ft ' ............ . _ . .......... . 
Preliminary 
tests 
716. 5 
144 
4.97 
36 
4 
9 
30 
4.73 
R egular 
tesls 
782 
144 
5.44 
36 
4 
9 
30 
4.73 
12,010 
The meteorological quantities of interest were deter-
mined by conventional methods. The quantities 
measLu'ed were the temperature and the wind velocity 
as functions of altitude. The temperature readings at 
various altitudes were obtained by the pilot. The 
wind-velocity data were obtained from the regular 
pilot-balloon obse~'vations made by the United States 
AI'my meteorological station at Langley Field. 
The theory given in reference 2 predicts the reaction 
of an airplane to a known gu t and forms the basis of 
the evaluation of the flight records. The evaluation 
of recor.ds is subj ect to cer tain restrictions because of 
the assumptions that must be made in applying the 
theory to £he problem. 
The gust velocity is fi rst assumed to be normal to the 
fl ight path of the airplane. The re ults of reference 1 
indicate that no serious error is likely to be introduced 
by neglecting the effect of gust inclination. 
The second assumption, that the gust is two-dimen-
sional relative to the span of the airplane, is m.ade 
becau e there is no practical way of knowing the lateral 
extent of a gust encountel'Eld in flight. This assump-
tion also specifies that the gust is symmetrical about 
the X axis of the airplane and causes no rolling or 
yawing of the airplane. Of course, the lack of knowl-
edge as to the true lateral extent of the gust would 
introduce an error of unknown magnitude were the 
gust to cover less than the span of the airplane. The 
error would make the computed gust velocity les tha.n 
the true gust velocity. 
The third a sumption i that the gust velocity varies 
linearly with di tance ; that is, the gust gradient in the 
direction of flight is a constant. In general, the at-
mospheric gust i a transient phenomenon and varies 
with both time and space. The eddy period, according 
to Bnmt (reference 9, pp. 211- 213), varies · from Yo 
second to 50 seconds and the t ime spent by an airplane 
traversing a gust is of t he order of X second. In the 
analysis of acceleration records of airplanes, it therefore 
appears reason able to assume t,hat the gust velocity is 
a function only of space. The assumption of the linear 
variation of gust velocity is made for mathematical 
convenience. Inasmuch a the airplane "integrates" 
the variation of gu t velocity, the assumption is a 
reasonable one and minor variations from linearity are 
unimportant. 
The four th assumption, that the airplane is in steady 
level fl ight just prior to entry into the gust, is contained 
in the basic theory (reference 2) and restricts the evalua-
tion of the r ecord. Only tho e acceleration peaks 
preceded by smooth portions of the records can be 
evaluated. This assumption specifie tha.t the airplane 
is laterally level and is neither climbing nor diving. 
Slight changes ill the attitude of the airplane will 
introduce no considerable errors in the results . 
Fifth, it is as umed that the peak acceleration occurs 
at the point of maximwn gust velocity. This assump-
tion can be shown to be true for an airplane that does 
not pitch, except for the case of a sharp-edge gust 
(reference 2). 
The final assumption is that the airplane controls are 
not used to modify the reaction of the airplane to the 
gust. In practice, the pilo t used the control a minimum 
amount consistent with safety . 
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(a) Gradient distance, II, 0 feet (sharp-edge gust) . 
(c) Gradient distance, H, 51 feet (full-scale) . 
(b) Grad ient distance, H, 24 feet (full-scale). 
(d) Gradient distance, II. 66 feet (full-scale). 
FIGURE 3.-History of airplane motion in a gust. 
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On the basis of the available theory and of these 
assumptions, the gust can be completely described by 
two quantities, U and H, where U is the maximum 
velocity occurring in the gust and H , the gradient dis-
tance, is the distance in feet from zero to maximum gust 
velocity or, on the basis of the assumptions made, the 
distance the airplane travels from zero to maximum 
acceleration increment. The gradient distance H is 
thus equal to 116t where 11 is the forward velocity of 
the airplane and 6t is the time from zero to maximum 
acceleration increment. 
Although the theory of reference 2 can be used, as 
outlined, it is desirable to calibrate the airplane in 
known gusts, if possible, to eliminate questionable ac-
curacy that may be introduced by the simplifying as-
sumptions of the theory. A general check of the theory 
made by means of tests in the gust tunnel is reported in 
reference 3; these tests indicate that appreciable dis-
crepancies between the simple theory and the experi-
men tal results may exist. 
The airplane being, in effect, the principal instrument, 
a calibra tion of it was made by tes ting a dynamically 
scaled model in the . A. O. A. gust tunnel in the 
manner of the tests described in reference 3. The 
calibration consisted in flying the model through gusts 
of known shapes and recording its reactions as it trav-
ersed the gu t. 
The }f2-scale airplane model (fig.2) is dynamically 
similar to the full-size airplane within the limits of 
practicabili ty. Because of severe weight restrictions, 
it was impracticable for the weight of the model to be 
at quite its proper value. It was also found expedient 
to change the fuselage shape somewhat (figs. 1 and 2) 
in order to accommodate the accelerometer that had 
to be carried in the model. These changes should not, 
according to the results of numerous tes ts on other 
models, seriou ly affect the validi ty of the results. The 
characteristics of the airplane model pertinent to this 
investigation have been listed in table II. For com-
parison, the characteristics of a true dynamically 
scaled airplane model have also been included. 
TABLE II 
AIRPLANE-MODEL CH AR ACT E RISTICS 
.De8ired Obtained 
Weight, Ib _______________________________ ___ _________________ _______ 0. 45 0.50 
Wing area, sq ft __ ___ __ __ __ ________________ __________________ __ __ ___ 1. 0 1. 0 
Wing load ing, Ib per sq ft. ___ .. __ ___________ _____ _____ __ ______ __ ____ . 45 .50 
Span, fL_ _ _______________________________________________ __________ 3 3 
Mean chord, ft ___ ___ ___ . ____ ___ _____ ______ ___ ____ ____ _____ ___ ____ __ . 33 .33 
Aspect ratio _ _ ____ __ _ _____ __ __ __________ __________ _ ___________ _ __ ___ 9 9 
Center o( gravity, percent mean chord __ __ __________ __ ______________ 30 30 
Slope of lift cur ve, per radian ___ __ _______________ ________________ ___ 4.73 4.73 
Moment of inertia, mk y'. Ib- ft' _____ . ___ ____________________ __ _____ _ .048 . 052 
Forward velocity, ( p s ______________ ___ __ ______ ___ ____ ______ _______ 40 40 
Oust velocity, fps _____ ____ ____ ___ _____ __ __ _____________ • ___________ _ 6.0 6. 0 
The gust-tunnel tests consisted in flights of the air-
plane model a t one gust velocity, one forward speed, and 
four gust-gradient distances (H.= O, 24, 51, and 66 ft, 
fllll-scale). A minimum of five flights was made for 
each test condi tion to obtain mean values of the maxi-
mum acceleration incremen ts, 6n. 
The records were evaluated to give histories of events 
preceding and during passage through the gust. Sample 
resul t for each gust gradient are shown in figure 3. 
The dashed curve in the lower section shows the gu t 
shape in percen tage of average maximum gust velocity 
U/ Umaxa• · 
The maximum acceleration increment for each flight 
was corrected to the nominal velocities listed in table II 
and then divided by 6n s (reference 2) to give the acceler-
ation ratio 6n/6n. (fig. 4). The quanti ty 6n s is the 
acceleration incremen t computed by the simple sharp-
edge gust formula 
6n.= (paUVS) /2W 
where p air densi ty. 
a slope of lift curve. 
S wing area. 
W weight of airplane. 
The theoretical values of 6n/6n. computed according to 
reference 2 have been included in the figure for pur-
poses of comparison. 
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FiGURE 4.- Variation of acceleration ratio with gradient distance. 
The results given in figure 4 indicate that the acceler-
ation ra tio , and therefore the gust velocities, will be 
in error by about ± 5 percent for values of Hless than 
50 feet when the theory of reference 2 is used. For 
values of H greater than 50 feet , the experimental 
values of 6n/6n. become much less than the theoretical 
values and indicate much greater errors . 
The increasing error for large values of H is primarily 
due to the increasing influence of the pitching of the 
airplane for the longer gradient distances, Inspection 
of figures 3 (a) and 3 (b ) indicates that, for short gradient 
distances, the pitching is negligible to peak acceleration. 
F or the longer gradien t distances (figs, 3 (c) and 3 (d)), 
however, the pitching is not negligible at peak accelera-
tion and tends to reduce the acceleration increment, 
which causes a larger and larger deviation between 
theory (reference 2) and experiment. 
Oonsideration of the rapid deviation of theory and 
experiment beyond a value of H of 50 feet introduces 
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serious doubt as to the validity of any gust mea ure-
ments for values of H greater than 50 feet. As a result 
of lag in lift under unsteady-flow conditions, a sharp-
edge gu t will indicate on an accelerometer record a 
gradient distance H of the order of 10 to 15 feet, or 
more. The 5-percent error for values of H between 
15 and 50 feet is well within the experimental enol' 
of the flight test and will therefore be di regarded for 
the purpose of this report. 
The use of the airplane a a mea uring instrument 
require, of cour e, instruments in the au'plan to 
determine its reactions to gu ts encountered in flight. 
The instruments carried in the airplane for thi purpo e 
were : 
(a) N. A. C. A. air-damped accelerometer. 
(b) . A. C. A. air-speed r ecorder. 
(c) . A. C. A. timer (1- econd interval) . 
(d) Kollsman al time tel'. 
(e) trut thermometer. 
The accelerometer and the air-speed recorder were 
fitted with magazine film drums and carried sufficient 
film for minutes of record at a film speed of % inch per 
second. 
In addition to these instrument , which were used 
during the general investigation, a trailing static-
pressure tube, a total-pressure tube, and a recording 
inclinometer were used during preliminary tests to 
determine the airplane lift curve and to calibrate the 
au'-speed installation. 
TESTS 
As the Aeronca 0-2 is in the light-au'plane category 
and is not equipped for blind flying, operations with 
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FlO ORE 5.-Gust velocity U as a function of the gust·gradient distance }[ for 
preliminary flights. 
this au'plane were confmed to days with surface wind 
less than 30 miles per hour and with fair visibility. 
The greater number of the flights were made within a 
10-mile radius of Langley Field, over wooded farmland 
interspersed with creeks and salt mar he . 
In preliminary flights to establi h the mode of opera-
tion, no attention was paid to the weather conditions 
or to the altitude. The primary objects of these te ts 
were to obtain stati tical gust- tructure data and to 
develop the test procedure. These flights were made 
from F ebruary to July 1936. 
In the later part of the inve tigation, which com-
prised the larger portion of the flight tests, the pilot 
noted the temperatme variation with altitude and the 
altitudes at which records were taken. The usual 
procedure was for the pilot to make a preliminary climb 
to determine the most tmbulent altitudes and the 
temperature variation with altitude. On completion 
of the climb, the pilot returned to the two roughest 
level and took 4-minute records of acceleration and 
au' speed. The wind data at the time of flight were 
obtained, when available, from the meteorological 
station at Langley Field and were tabulated with the 
data obtained by the pilot. In general, records were 
obtained at altitudes from 150 to 3,500 feet. 
RESULTS 
All records of acceleration and air speed were evalu-
ated by the theory (reference 2) to give the maximum 
gu t velocity U and the gradient distance H for each 
atisfactory acceleration peak. Figures 5 and 6 show 
all the data obtained durino- the preliminary and the 
regular flights, respectively . Although graphs of U 
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FIOURE 6.-Gust velocity U as a function of the gust·gradient distance }[ for regular 
fl ights. 
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and H were made for each run for the regular flight , 
Lhey have been omitted from the present r eport owing 
to the large number of graphs involved. Table III, 
however , gives the maximum value of U and the cor-
responding value of H for each run together with the 
date , the time, and the alLitucl e. 
The meteorological clements considered \vere the 
poten tial t emperature 1 0, the potential temperat UTe 
lapse r ate clB/clh, and th e wind velocity gradient dw/clh, 
where II, is the heigh t above the ground and w is the 
wind veloci ty. The piloL's observations of air temper-
ature as a function of altitude were evaluated to give B 
and dB/dh. The wind variation with altitude, obtained 
from the meteorological station at Langley Field, \~vas 
used to compute the wind gradients at the alti t ude 
flown . In some ca es, where the altitudes flown were 
of the order of 150 to 300 f et , the altitude increments 
u ed in the wind observations were too large to permit 
evalu ation of the v,rind gradien ts ; they were therefore 
compu ted according to the theory ou tlined in reference 
9 (pp . 230- 245) . All of the available data have been 
included in table III except the basic wind data, which 
ar qui te voluminous. 
P RECISIO N 
In addition to the knovm errors due to the limitations 
of the in truments, certain unknmvn errors exist that 
are clue to the limitation of the airplane a a mea uring 
in trumen t and to th variation of the meteorological 
clemen ts wi th time and space. The errors due to the 
limitations of the ai.rplane have b en di cu ed in detail 
in regard to the calibration. In the measurement of 
temperature and wind velocity as functions of altitude, 
the element of time enters into the preci ion of the 
recorded values. The readings were made hortly 
before the record of acceleration and air speed and 
Lhere is no assuran ce that the meteorological elements 
had no t chang d somewhat in the meantime. The 
meteorological clements were measured at a fixed 
locali ty and, althou crh the flights were made in th 
immediate vicinity, the influence of local terrain may 
have been appreciable. 
It should be empha ized that the present method of 
analy is gives the gust structure only if th e gust hape 
i the one assumed. 
Consideration of the foregoing factor leads to the 
following es timate of precision for the measured values 
of the various qu an tities : 
Air speed _____________________________ __ _____ __ ± 1 mph 
Acceleration increment _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ ____ ____ _ __ _ ± 0.1 g 
Al titude _____________________________ ___ ______ ____ ± 50 ft 
Temperature ____________________________ ___ ______ ± XO C 
Wind Ye\ocity __________________________ ____ __ ± 10 percent 
Gust velocity _________________________________ ± 10 percent 
Gust-gradient di ta nce _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ± 5 ft 
T emperature gradient ___________________ __ ____ ± 20 percen t 
Win d gra client____ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ ± 40 percent 
I The potential temperature 0 of air is defi ned as the temperature attain d when it 
is brought ad iabatically to a s tandard pressure (reference 9, p. 3 ). The potential 
temperature lapse rate dOldh is the dev iation of the temperature grad ient and is thns 
a measure of the stabil ity of the atmosphere for dry air. 
In spite of the large error listed, it is fel t that 
qualitative deducLions based on a statistical analysis 
of the data will be ju ti6.ed. 
GUST-STRUCTURE DATA 
The primary obj ect of Lhe pre en t investigation was, 
of course, to collecL data in sLa tistical amounts on the 
Lru cture and the inLen iLy of gusts for use in the design 
of aircraft trucLm s. Al though one gu t hape an 1 
one gust jnten ity is ideal from con ideration of 
implici ty, Lhe pos ible necessity of u ing more Lhan one 
gu t hape should no t be neglected. 
In connection wi th Lhe choice of the proper gust shape 
for use in structural design , cer tain bypo the es have 
been advanced con cerning the relation between U and 
I-I. uch a hypoLh i i given in r ference 2, which 
lead to a cubic parabola for the relation between U 
and II. The verifLCation of this hypothe i would lea 1 
to certain deduction about the gust shapes to be llsed 
for aircraft de ign. 
If the hypothesi of reference 2 is considered together 
wi th available information on the respon e of an air-
plane to a known gu t (reference 3 and unpublished 
data) , several important deduction arc ob tained: 
(a) Within the 1'e ponse range of the airplane, the 
gu t veloci ty will increase with the gu t-O"radient 
distance. 
(b) The most probable gust-gradien t distance as de-
termin ed by airplane measurement inerea es with 
airplane ize. 
(c ) The mo t probable maximum gu t veloci ty, 
imilarly ob tained, increases wi th airplane ize. 
The data obtain d wi th the Aeronca airplane can be 
used to make a rough check of this hypo the i in regard 
to (CL). Sub equ ent t ests of other airplanes arc 11 ces-
ary, however, before (b) n.nd (c) can be Ii proved or 
verified. 
If the maximum enercry content of the lower a tmo -
phere i as umed to haye a definite limit for Lhe condi-
tion under which the airplane i flown, then the 
envelope of the U-I-I data hould tend to follow th 
hypo thesis of ref r nee 2 . In pection of figure 5 and 
6 hows that, for values of II between 12 and 30 feet, 
the ma:\.imum gust velocity tend to increa e with in-
crea ing valu es of II. Beyond a value of II of 30 fe t, 
the gust veloci ty t ends to decrease with incr a ing 
valu es of H , which may be du e to the influence of un-
kn own fa ctor unrela ted Lo the hypo the is. 
Th e actual envelope of data could be b ttcr approxi-
mated by a pair of straigh t lines than by a parabola . 
If, according to Lh e hypoLhe is, the lateral exten t of the 
gust i of the arn e order a the gradien t di tance, then 
a gust wi th a valli of II of 1 feet would extend over 
about one-half of the airplane span. The maximum 
gust velocity compu ted from th e acceleration record 
would thus be ornewhat lower than the actual gu t 
velocity. This difr rence may explain, III part, thc de-
viation of the data from the hypo the is advanced in 
reference 2. 
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For values of l-I greater than 30 feet, this explanation 
cannot hold, the gust size being of the same order of 
magnitude as the pan of the airplane. The decrease in 
Umax for values of l-I gr ater than 30 feet is due, ap-
parently , to other factors that are still unknown. The 
present resul ts yield no evidence either to corrfirm or to 
deny the hypothesis advanced in reference 2 although 
they do show the correct trend up to a gradient distance 
of 30 feet. Additional data on this and other airplane 
are required to clarify the relation between gust inten-
si ty and gu t structure. 
In an attempt to determine whether any relation 
existed between U and H, about one-quarter of the data 
(1,000 points) was u ed to compu te Galton 's lines of 
I' gression (reference 10, p. 328), from which the corre-
lation coefficien t between U and l-I co uld be determined. 
Figure 7 shows the results of this computation. The 
relative slope of the lines indicate little or no correla-
tion between U and H. The lines do indicate, however, 
that the most probable gust-gradient distance for the 
test condition was of the order of 30 feet. 
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FIGURE 7.-CQrfelation of gust velocity and gradient distance. 
CORRELATION WITH METEOROLOGICAL ELEMENTS 
For the purpose pf the present investigation, a pos-
sible correla tion is souO'ht between both the maximum 
gust intensity apd the gu t structure and the available 
measurements of meteorological elemen ts. Many quan-
tities that affect turbulence mu t, of course, be neg-
lected owing to the limitations of the recorded data 
but the available information i expected to indicate 
the most promising lines of attack for future studies. 
As previously noted, little or no correlation appears 
between the gust inten ity U and the gust ize as de-
fined by the gradiep.t distance l-I. For the purpose of 
determining correlation coefficients, they may therefore 
be treated as independent quantities. 
Analyses made to determine the relation of l-I to the 
other variables (0, dO/dk, w, and dw/dk ) indicated no 
correlation betweeIj. H and any other variable treated. 
The general analysis simply showed that any value of H 
might be associated with any value of U or wi th any 
value of the other variables. The absence of correlation 
is felt to be primarily du e to the influence of clifl'usion 
and vi co ity, which are func tions of time in their in-
flu ence on turbulence. Inspection of the analy is of 
Tollmein, a reproduced in reference 11 , for a jet pene-
Ll'ating till ail' indicated that the diffusion and the vis-
cosity effects were chiefly confined to broadening the 
boundary layer of the jet and had little effect on the 
maximum velocity of the jet. The width of the bound-
ary layer, or H, depends on the distance from the origin 
of the jet, which is unknown for the atmosphere. 
Analyses made to determine the relation of the maxi-
mum gust veloci ty U with other variables (0, dO/dh, h, 
and dw/dh) indicated li ttle or no correlation between U 
and the other variables treated. The correlation coeffi-
cients obtained for the differ ent variables were 
0 _____ ___ ___ ________________ 0.10 
dO 
dk ---- -- ------------ - -- -- -- - .05 
h _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - . 25 
clw 
dh - - - - - ------- ---- --- ---- -- . 35 
and indicate that no imple relation exists. The lack 
of correlation i fel t to be du e to the mutual effects that 
the clifl'erent variables exert upon one another and to 
the influence of other factors not measured durinO' the 
tests. 
In further attempts to obtain orrelation, various 
relationships involving Richardson' number1 ~~/( ~~y 
(reference 4), as derived by R os by , Prandtl, and others, 
were considered. The correlation obtained was neg-
ligible bu t thi lack of correlation may be du e to limi-
tations of the data. 
Since little uccess was obtained in these analyse, it 
was felt that a imple derivation based on elementary 
concepts might yield a relation between U and the 
other variables which would be more satisfactory. A 
derivation wa therefore made in which it was at-
tempted to derive a relation between the maximum 
gu t velocity U, the lapse rate, the wind gradient, and 
surface roughness. 
If it i assumed that a unit volume of air is set into 
vertical motion relative to the surrounding aIr, a 
simple equation for the motion is obtained : 
d2h POde +g(p- po)= O 
where Po density of the uni~ volume of air at any level 
and P den i ty of the urrounding air . 
Thus, p- Po exces of air density due to lifting or de-
pressing the unit volume. 
( g dO) The term 9 (p - Po) can be replaced by Po 7J dh h 
(reference 9, pp. 254- 257), which is the buoyant force 
acting on the di placed volume; the temperature lapse 
rate de/dh is assumed to be a constant. 
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The differcntial equation therefore become 
dZh (g dB) _ 
POdtz+PO e dh h- O 
or 
d2h (g dB) . 
dtz+ e dh h= O 
The solu tion of this equation for both the s table and 
Lhe unstable valu e of dB/dh yields the following ex-
pre ions for U. 
Th C' rm ally s table: 
or 
01' 
dh = U= C IrL dB sin( /g dB t +0) 
dt IV B dh V B dh 2 
Ig dB 
U max= CI -Y e dh 
Th rl'm ally un La blC' : 
d2h _(fl dB)h _ O 
dt Z B dh -
or ~-. ( /(idO t _ _ IYdO t ) dh _ U- C {j dB -V 0 ,M + 'V ii dh dt - - B clh e e 
-IoTo 
0 1' , a fLer Lh e moLion has Laded (i. c. , wh en e- iiiifi 
becom es small), and fo], an arbiLrary dis tmba nee 
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It will be noted that the terms for the stable and Lhe 
un table lapse rates are the same except that Lhe al ti-
Lude i present for the uns table lapse r aLe. Now, if 
Lhe re training effect of the ground is assumed Lo cause 
vcr tical velocitie in the a tmosphere to increa e with 
altitude (refercn'e 9, pp. 210- 214) , the two expre IOns 
are id entical and 
U=C~~:Xh 
Therefore, U/( ~~ :X h) is a con tan t , for a given et of 
conditionsi it will be r efelTed to hereinafter a the 
« gust-intensity ind ex. " 
A dis turbing force m LI s t be pre ent to start the 
motion and it is a LImed to be a function of th e sur-
face roughn es and the wind velocity. D etailed infor-
ma tion as to the terrain flown over at any in tant wa 
lacking and it was Lherefore a sumed tha t the wind 
gradien t dw/dh a L Lhe alti t ude m ain tained during 
instrument operaLion \Va a measure of the disturbing 
force (r eference 9, pp. 236- 245, and reference 11 ) . 
Thus, t he final r elation i 
The data tabula ted in table III were used to check 
Lhis relaLion. For the purpose of this analy is, g is 
Laken as 9. 0 meLers pel' cond per second , B is taken 
as absolute degree of tempera ture, and the unit of h 
is 100 m eters. Figure show the gus t-in tensity index 
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plotted against the wind gradient for all run for which 
complete data were available. The r esults show a 
wide scatter of data but do indicate a tendency for the 
gust-intensity index to increase with wind gradient. 
The data in figure 8 indicate some correlation be-
tween the gust-ill ten ity index and the wind gra dient. 
It was discovered , a a con eqllence of comment by 
Dr. A. 11. K euthe, that there exists uch a relation 
betv,re n l /h and dw/dh that, with the present amount 
of data, it is impo ible to state whether the relation 
between the gust-in ten ity index and dw/dh is real. 
The results indicate that the motion are not random in 
regard to the index, for at con tant al titude the data 
how a tendency for the gust-in ten ity index to increase 
with clw/clh. 
CO LUDING REMARKS 
A gr aL deal of additional infonnaLion and sLudy 
will bc rcquired before the prediction of gust izc and 
maximum gu t intcn ity from meteorological ob erva-
tions can even be attempted . 
L ANGLEY MEMORIAL AERONA'l'UICAL L ABORA'l'ORY, 
N A'l'IONAL ADVL ORY COMM ITTEE F OR AEHO AUTICS, 
L .\NGLEY FIELD, VA., October 19,1939. 
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TABLE III 
Mi\lARY OF G ST-8TRUCTURE DATA 
Gust- Poten- Potential 
'l' imc Alti- Gust grad- tinl tern~cra-(eastern tude, ,-eloc- ient tern- ture a pse 
sta nd- h ity, dis- pera- ratc, 
ard) (It) Um« .z; tance, ture. riDfdh (Ips) If 0(° C (O C per (It) abs) 100 Ill) 
------------
14:25 500 12. 22 285 0.08 
100 9. 0 17 283 - 1 7 
11 :05 500 10. 0 2l 286 -.8.5 
1.000 4.9 27 285 .12 
13 :30 500 9.2 2l 288 1. GO 
1,000 7.8 41 287 . 52 
10:05 1,IiOO .5 65 274 - .1 0 
1, 000 17.5 35 276 .28 
10:00 1,500 7.0 21 268 .26 
1. 000 8.9 28 269 .26 
12:25 1.500 10.6 33 285 . 27 
1,000 10.5 33 2 6 -.08 
14 :45 9. 0 21 286 
-.- -
10: 10 500 17.9 32 273 1. 00 
1. 000 11. 6 21 272 .27 
10: 10 500 8. " 23 272 .26 1, 000 5.6 22 271 .45 
ll: 15 500 11. 5 22 273 -.09 
12:30 500 13.8 28 292 1 00 
10: 50 1,000 21.0 21 2<J·1 -. 25 
500 14 .4 43 296 1. 00 
14:35 500 7. 20 294 .11 
200 1l.6 27 295 3.4 
12:00 500 13.9 27 294 .82 
200 11. 2 41 294 .82 
10: 10 1,000 12.0 51 270 . 10 
500 
--
271 - .'; 
11: 50 500 16. I 32 272 -.85 
300 6.2 20 273 -.20 
14 : 20 500 IS. 1 21 29 1 . 21 
200 9.2 32 294 . 21 
14 :25 2.000 11. 3 38 29 1 .28 
I. 500 5.5 37 292 . 38 
11 : 1.'; 500 12.8 22 287 .38 
250 13.6 28 287 .3 
15:05 550 8.5 29 288 - .50 
300 11.7 30 290 -.50 
13:30 3,500 7.3 22 269 -.07 
2.900 9.8 26 271 -.07 
14: 50 2, 100 11.0 34 275 .02 
1, 600 9.5 45 277 .02 
14: 20 2.500 .9 27 276 .28 
2.000 10.6 40 27i -. 10 
9: 5.1 1,000 11. 1 22 285 . 10 
14: 55 2, 000 6. 5 37 291 . f,3 
1,400 .3 22 291 1. 3 
1, 000 5. 0 41 291 I. 72 
10:00 2,500 7. 35 2 .94 
2.000 10.2 32 288 -.03 
15:05 800 14 . 4 .13 29 .97 
500 I . 1 33 298 .97 
10:40 3, 000 8.9 38 271 -. 10 
2,300 6.3 35 273 .96 
10:20 3,300 8.9 26 270 -.09 
2.700 11.0 41 271 .28 
11 : 55 2,200 1l.1 33 276 . 46 
1.500 12.8 34 277 -. 10 
14:50 1.000 12.5 35 283 - . 46 
500 10.4 1 284 - 1.19 
10:20 300 21. 5 37 2i9 -.44 
10:55 1,000 9.8 22 290 -.06 
500 10.0 40 292 . 64 
12:05 500 22.3 31 292 -.10 
20() 
-._---
-- -- --. ------7:00 1,500 13.6 22 276 -.80 
1,000 7.5 22 279 1. 35 
9: 15 800 13.1 35 279 1. 27 
400 11.4 42 279 -1.94 
6:45 1,000 19. 0 277 .26 
500 12.3 46 279 . 26 
6:05 2,000 9.2 33 287 1.0 
1, 500 9.4 29 287 . 28 
:00 45O 12.5 19 288 -.43 
200 10.7 24 289 -.43 
:05 300 15. 1 22 291 .65 
200 12.0 36 292 .65 
13:50 700 7.6 21 305 . 2(1 
400 10.6 28 305 -.10 
13: 10 700 11.0 27 
.---- ---
200 13.0 36 .------
---15:05 1,500 12.0 26 300 .46 
600 7.0 20 304 . 46 
13:10 200 1 .0 24 
.------ ---14:20 3,000 8.4 62 290 
.----14:45 
--
15.4 32 
----- --14:50 00 6.9 13 301 .40 
200 8.1 1 302 .10 
9:55 2.200 7.6 22 
--- --10:15 1,200 6.0 35 292 .4.J 
200 I . 23 294 .45 
13: 10 150 11. 4 16 295 - . 11 
10:00 2, 500 6.2 31 294 -.14 
1, 400 10.6 '10 29 -.14 
12:00 200 13.4 37 30·1 .07 
9:55 900 11.8 39 279 -.08 
400 14.2 37 280 -.0 
13 :20 200 16.3 41 281 .65 
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Positive directions of axes and angles (forces and moments) are shown by arrows 
Axis Moment about axis Angle Velocities 
Designation Sym-bol 
LongitudinaL _ • __ X LateraL ________ _ y 
NormaL _________ Z 
Absolute coefficients of moment 
L M 
G1=qbS Gm = qcS 
(rolling) (Pitching) 
Force 
(parallel 
to axis) Designation symbol 
~ X Rolling _____ 
y Pitching ____ 
Z yawing ____ 
N 
Gn = f)bS 
(yawmg) 
Linear 
Sym- Positive Designa- Sym- I (compo- I Angular bol 
L 
M 
N 
direction tion bol Dent along 
axis) 
Y~Z RoIL ____ 
'" 
tl P 
Z~X Pitch ____ (J v q 
X~Y yaw _____ 
'" 
w T 
Angle of set of control surface (relative to neutral 
position), 8. (Indicate surface by proper subscript.) 
4. PROPELLER SYMBOLS 
D, 
p, 
pID, 
V', 
V" 
T, 
Q, 
Diameter 
Geometric pitch 
Pitch ratio 
Inflow velocity 
Slipstream velocity 
Thrust, absolute coefficient GT = ~D. pn 
Torque, absolute coefficient CQ = 9 n., pn lr 
P, Power, absolute coefficient CP = ~D5 pn 
0" Speed-power coefficient=~~~: 
'1/, Efficiency 
n, Revolutions per second, r.p.s. 
Effective helix angle=tan-{2:n) 
5. NUMERICAL RELATIONS 
1 hp.=76.04 kg-m/s=550 ft-Ib. /sec. 
1 metric horsepower = 1.0132 hp. 
1 m.p.h.=0.4470 m.p.s. 
1 m.p.s.=2.2369 m.p.h. 
1 Ib.=0.4536 kg. 
1 kg=2.2046 lb. 
1 mi.=1,609.35 m=5,2S0 ft. 
1 m=3.2S0S ft. 
